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KURZFASSUNG/ABSTRACT: 
The increasing penetration of intermittent and non-dispatchable power plants like wind power plants cause proba-
bilistic behavior at the power grids’ supply side. At the same time, the expected penetration of electric mobility at 
the demand side offers the opportunity of controllable load. Their optimal coordination is of major concern for 
future smart grids, which represents a highly challenging topic caused by its probabilistic nature. Therefore, a 
simulation-based framework will be presented, that uses metaheuristic optimization algorithms for computing 
charging strategies of an electrified car fleet. For this computation, a policy-based approach is used that optimizes 
a reactive policy for each electric vehicle in the system, which lets it react to dynamic conditions given by its envi-
ronment. In the end, the policy optimizes electric vehicles’ charging behavior such that end-users‘ energy demand 
is satisfied and secure power grid operation is guaranteed using power from renewable plants. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Numerous investigations show the necessity of control strategies for charging of electric vehicles [1] 
[2] [3], which is a challenging task due to the stochastic nature of individual behavior. Additionally, an 
increasing share of zero-emission power supply forces the penetration of intermittent power plants like 
wind power or photovoltaics. Their non-dispatchable, weather-dependent and therefore non-
deterministic power output further complicates the situation in power grids from the supply side. The 
combination of electric mobility and probabilistic supply is therefore a highly interesting field, which will 
be the central topic of this work. Therefore, a simulation-based optimization approach will be shown 
that uses metaheuristic algorithms.  The computed optimal strategies of the electrified car fleet both 
satisfy energy demand of individual car users as well as incorporate the physical characteristics of the 
electric power grid under the special condition of partly probabilistic supply. Since the power grid will 
be considered through load flow simulations, constraints can be considered that ensure reliable opera-
tion and maximize utilization of renewable energy. 

One way to solve such a scheduling problem is by calculating a schedule that consists of a number 
of strategies for each vehicle that consider its forecasted behavior as well as power system conditions 
in advance. However when the situation is very dynamic and situation changes on the fly, planning 
ahead is difficult. In such a case it would be more appropriate to make decisions as they come up, 
reacting to a new order situation very quickly. Therefore, optimization of a reactive charging policy for 
each agent (EV) is applied, that lets it react to dynamic conditions. This policy is principally the same 
for all EVs, but using input data from agent’s individual environment it leads to agent-specific charging 
behavior. 

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Given a fleet of EVs within a distribution grid, a vector (1) 
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describes the active charging power of each car n at time step i over a given time interval. At the end 
of the considered planning frame, each car must have received a specific amount of energy for satisfy-
ing its daily demand (2) 
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Since additional load caused by related charging of electric vehicles can endanger power grid secu-
rity, constraints have to be satisfied that ensure secure distribution grid operation. Thus, within each 
time step i, power flow constraints have to be considered. Steady-state security constraints can be 
formulated for ensuring lower and upper bounds for generator real and reactive power output Pg (3) 
and Qg (4),  

 

max,,min, jijj PgPgPg   (3) 

max,,min, jijj QgQgQg   (4) 

 
maximal power flows over transmission lines Pf (5), 
 

max,, kik PfPf   (5) 

 
 as well as admissible voltage deviations V (6), 
 

max,,min, kikk VVV  , (6) 

 
for all buses  j=1…J and all transmission lines k=1…K.  
 
While satisfying all formulated constraints, the objective function shall be defined of minimizing fi-

nancial costs of power supply (7): 
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Pg in this case is implicitly given by Pc and the remaining load to the system, which has to be satis-
fied. 

As real-world scenario, the IEEE 14-bus testcase is used as distribution grid model. At four buses in 
the system, photovoltaic plants are installed as well as two additional wind power plants, which supply 
renewable power to the system. The resulting power output from these plants is integrated using 
probabilistic models that describe their mean power supply within the scheduling horizon. Since ener-
gy from renewables is assumed to be cheaper than from the remaining energy market, minimizing 
costs of supply intrinsically means maximizing utilization of renewables. In the given system, in total 
960 independent electric vehicles exist that are simulated to behave according to an Austrian survey 
on traffic data (Verkehr in Zahlen 2007). These EVs are modeled using two different basic driving pat-
terns, namely patterns of half-time workers and full-time workers during a week day. 

 
In the end, the desired solution satisfies EV users’ energy demand while considering all constraints 

from the distribution grid point view for ensuring secure operation.  

3 REACTIVE POLICY OPTIMIZATION 
One way to solve such a scheduling problem is by calculating a schedule that consists of a number of 
strategies that consider forecasted behavior of electric vehicles as well as power system conditions in 
advance. However when the situation is very dynamic and situation changes dynamically, planning 
ahead is difficult. In such a case it would be more appropriate to make decisions as they come up, 
reacting to a new order situation very quickly. This can be realized using a policy-based approach, 
where each agent (EV) in the system receives a flexible policy rather than a static charging schedule. 
This policy lets him react to influences quickly, but in an optimal manner. 
 

3.1 Principles of Policy Optimization 
The principal of optimizing a multiagent system based on policies can be taken from the field of pro-
duction logistics. Here, for example each job within a process chain serves as agent that acts accord-



 
 
 

 

ing to a policy which describes its priority at a certain point in the process. This priority decides for 
example its position within a waiting queue of a specific service. It is based on a policy that is com-
puted using agent-specific input data as actual waiting time, service time, or other logistical metrics. 
Since serving a number of electric vehicles with power while considering restrictions from the supply 
infrastructure can be seen as similar problem as we see further, the concept of policy optimization 
shall be applied now. Here, the aim is not to compute the optimal priority of an agent at a specific point 
in the process, but to compute its optimal charging power at a specific time step. Therefore, the value 
“priority” is substituted by the amount of power a car is desired to charge relative to its maximum pow-
er. 

[4] provides a huge overview of established priority rules in production plant logistics. These rules 
are generally dependent on logistic metrics, but can be adapted to the herein handled problem. Many 
rules for example prioritize jobs according to their remaining number of operations, distance to due 
date, imminent operation time or information about their remaining time. Such simple rules can be 
adapted easily to the problem of charging control. Instead of computing a job’s priority based on re-
maining number of operations or its imminent operation time, using values like an EV’s remaining 
energy demand or its remaining time at a charging spot can be taken for computing its necessary 
charging power.  Thus, adaptation of existing rules and their formulation with EV and power-grid spe-
cific metrics is absolutely feasible as well as valid for handling the herein defined problem. Additionally 
to the adapted rules coming from logistics, further rules have to be defined that consider electricity 
generation and distribution metrics for regarding the power grid situation as well. 

 

3.2 Implementation to Defined Problem, 
Since there exist generally a high variety of possible rules, those have to be selected, that are suitable 
for the formulated problem. The finally implemented simple rules are shown in Table 1.: 

 

Table 1: Formulation of Simple Rules 

Rule Acronym Description 

Residence Time so far RT Total residence time during all previous time steps, prioritize minimum 
Estimated Time to Departure ETTD Remaining residence time at actual charging station, prioritize minimum 
Passed Residence Time PRT Passed residence time at actual charging station, prioritize minimum 
Actual Irradiance AI Actual solar irradiance relative to known maximum, prioritize maximum 
Past Irradiance PI Past mean solar irradiance during PRT, prioritize maximum 
Estimated Irradiance EI Estimated mean solar irradiance during ETTD, prioritize maximum 
Actual Wind Speed AWS Actual wind speed relative to known maximum, prioritize maximum 
Past Wind Speed PWS Past mean wind speed during PRT, prioritize maximum 
Estimated Wind Speed EWS Estimated mean wind speed during ETTD, prioritize maximum 
Actual Base Load ABL Actual base load relative to peak load value, prioritize minimum 
Past Base Load PBL Past mean base load during PRT, prioritize minimum 
Estimated Base Load EBL Estimated mean base load during ETTD, prioritize minimum 
Actual Price AP Actual price relative to peak price value, prioritize minimum 
Past Price PP Past mean price during PRT, prioritize minimum 
Estimated Price EP Estimated mean price during ETTD, prioritize minimum 
Distance to Peak Load DTB Absolute temporal distance from time of peak load, prioritize maximum 
Mean MVA Rating MMVA Mean MVA Rating of connected branches relative to maximum ratings in the 

grid, prioritize maximum 
Number of EVs at Bus NREVB Actual number of EVs remaining at bus, prioritize minimum 
Mean number EVs during PRT MNREVB Mean number of EVs remaining at bus at each time step during PRT,    

prioritize minimum 

 
 
While the first three rules consider agent-specific information of the considered EV, additional rules 

using global information are formulated for regarding the power grid’s situation. Irradiance as well as 
wind speed data during the whole residence period is taken into account since using renewable power 
for charging batteries should be forced. Base load data is used with the intention of shifting charging to 
off-peak hours. Since the objective function of the optimization problem aims at minimizing financial 
costs, price data is used as well. For representing local distribution grid aspects, data from connected 
branches is included as well as information about how many EVs are remaining at the same bus dur-
ing the considered time steps, using local information. 



 

 

4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In order to get a single policy out of the formulated amount of simple rules, rule synthesis is applied 
similar to [5] and [6]. First, all simple rules are normalized according to their maximum value for ensur-
ing that their output value is in the interval [0,1]. The normalized rules rj (j=1…J) are further combined 
using equation (8) for computing the charging rate. 
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Each rule is multiplied by a weighting value in the interval [0,1]. It obviously follows, that the resulting 
value of the charging rate CR exists within the interval [0,1] as well, and describes the computed 
charging power of the car relative to the maximum power of the charging infrastructure. 
In the end, the policy defines the charging behavior of each single EV. Even of the policy is principally 
the same for all agents, using situation-specific input data it leads to individual and optimal behavior. 
An illustration of the principle is shown in Figure 1a. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: a) Policy Illustration b) Optimal Resulting Charging Schedules 

The control variables for the optimization are the weights wj.,Therefore, a 19-dimensional optimiza-
tion problem has to be tackled. Simulation-based optimization with metaheuristics according to [7] is 
applied for handling this problem. The central idea of this approach is the application of simulation for 
evaluating the fitness of a solution candidate generated by the metaheuristic optimization algorithm. 
During evaluation, the vector Pc is computed for each agent using simulation. This evaluation will be 
sampled a sufficient number of times in order to overcome uncertainty of the stochastic system which 
is represented through simulation. Uncertainty in this case occurs because of probabilistic models of 
intermittent supply on the one hand, but because of the uncertain individual traffic behavior on the 
other hand. The optimization process is shown in Figure 2. As metaheuristic algorithm, a (5+15)- Evo-
lution Strategy is used with single point crossover and 10000 generations maximum. 

Using the optimized policy, each agent (EV) in the system acts individually according to its environ-
ment, yielding in a charging strategy over the day that is suited optimally to its individual behavior. The 
mean resulting charging strategy over all 960 EVs is shown in Figure 1b, indicated by black bars, while 
the daily base-load is represented by the dotted line relative to peak load. For comparison reasons, a 
simulated mean charging load is indicated by grey bars, which would occur if all EVs start charging 
immediately after coming home, using full charging power until the desired state-of-charge is reached. 
It can clearly be seen, that the intelligent charging policies lead to peak-shaving behavior, shifting 
charging load to off-peak periods. Additionally, distribution grid security constraints are satisfied by the 
intelligent policies ensuring secure power grid operation, which would be violated by the simulated 
“dump” charging behavior. A significant peak can be identified during midday-hours, which shows that 
the charging policies force charging when supply from photovoltaic-plants is high, even if a relatively 
low amount of EVs remains at a charging station at this time. 



 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of Optimization Process 

5 CONCLUSION 
A policy-based optimization approach has been demonstrated for computing charging strategies of 
960 individually acting electric vehicles within a given distribution grid. The policy takes individual in-
formation of an EV for determining optimal time and electric power for charging its battery. Yielding in 
a multi-agent system, all considered EVs together behave optimally, which means that all demanded 
energy is satisfied while generation and distribution constraints of the power grid are considered. Addi-
tionally, intermittent supply models have been integrated as well in order to force charging when 
supply from renewables is high. 
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